
Rose&Cactus Partners with Café Rider to Give
Yemeni Beans the Spotlight

Ready to purchase - 250g of Yemeni Haraz roasted

coffee beans.

Speciality coffee producer Rose&Cactus

and boutique motorcycle concept Café

Rider join forces to bring Yemeni coffee to

motorcycle enthusiasts in the UAE.

DUBAI, UNITED ARAB EMIRATES,

September 12, 2021 /

EINPresswire.com/ -- Speciality coffee

producer Rose&Cactus and boutique

motorcycle concept Café Rider have

joined forces to bring Yemeni coffee to

a whole new crowd of motorcycle

enthusiasts.

The unique partnership came together when Rose&Cactus offered Café Rider a taste of their

Yemeni Coffee Beans. Head Roaster Gideon Canido saw great potential to serve something

unique, as a special limited edition.

I want to spark the curiosity

of the bean’s journey, start

conversations, and put the

spotlight not only on the

farmers but all the hands

involved in the process,

which makes the coffee so

special.”

Hesham Ahmed, Managing

Partner, Rose&Cactus

Both parties were motivated by each other's vision to

educate the community about the Yemeni coffee origins

and history, and to tell a story of the farmers, their families

and all the hands that touch the bean. This event marks

the first major partnership that Rose&Cactus has formed

since its founding and will bring authentic speciality coffee

beans across the UAE and internationally.

Gideon Canido explains how the collaboration started and

what it means to Café Rider.

“I’m very happy for this collaboration with Rose&Cactus,

because this is an opportunity for us at Café Rider to elevate the coffee varieties and different

origins, especially Yemeni, to our customers. We see this as a gateway for more collaborations to

come. This partnership felt right because both Rose&Cactus and Café Rider share the same

values and vision - both of us aim to promote the farmers’ hard work. Farmers are one of the

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://rosencactus.com
https://rosencactus.com


The unique Qamaria lantern alongside a limited

edition Cafe Rider gift box.

Yemen Haraz coffee beans in exclusive packaging

designed together by Rose&Cactus and Café Rider.

reasons we’re so passionate, and we

both believe the spotlight should be on

them.

Since the launch started, we’ve

received nothing but great feedback,

with the help and support from

Rose&Cactus. I believed in the product

from the first time I tried the Yemeni

coffee, and it’s been quite the journey

to get to this point.”

— Gideon Canido, Head Roaster, Café

Rider

Hesham Ahmed, one of the Managing

Partners of Rose&Cactus, talks about

what the collaboration means to him

personally, as he continues his

grandmother’s legacy.

“We’ve been so excited in the lead up

to our launch with Café Rider. For us,

it’s not just a collaboration, but an

opportunity to promote Yemeni coffee

and the hard work of the farmers and

their families. To launch this into one of

the most popular roasteries in Dubai is

obviously a great chance for us to build

our name in the local market. However,

working with the team at Café Rider

that shares the same attitude, goal,

and passion, turned this into the

success we’ve seen so far. For me

personally, my goal is always to carry

on my grandma’s legacy. To spread the

joy and love of the Yemeni coffee bean

with as many people as possible and

let them experience it as closely and

originally, as I remember it being

served to me as a small boy, in my

grandma Fatima's kitchen. 

My vision for this collaboration is to



draw people closer, let them feel connected, and raise awareness of the unbelievable challenges

that this coffee goes through until it reaches the cup. I want to spark the curiosity of the bean’s

journey, start conversations, and put the spotlight not only on the farmers but all the hands

involved in the process, which makes the coffee so special.”

— Hesham Ahmed, Managing Partner, Rose&Cactus

Launched at the beginning of September, the exclusive promotion is set to continue for two

weeks. The Yemeni coffee beans hail from the Haraz region of Yemen, one of the highest

mountain areas, reaching an altitude of around 2000 to 2200 metres above sea level.

Both Rose&Cactus and Café Rider have featured a unique handmade centrepiece on every table.

The qameria is a small lantern with colourful glass, replicating the traditional windows found in

the old buildings of Sanaa. It is made by families in Yemen to help create some income for

themselves and travelled all the way from Yemen especially for the collaboration. This has been

used to spark conversation into the deep-rooted history of the Yemeni coffee bean and create

some excitement around the launch.

The coffee was roasted to perfection by head roaster Gideon and his dedicated team, who

decided to offer the coffee in the form of espresso, all coffee milk-based drinks and as a cold

brew.

The beans can be purchased for home in a special gift box including a 250g bag alongside a

personalised Café Rider bamboo cup. The beautiful coffee offers flavour notes of chocolate,

stone fruits and citrus.

About Café Rider

Café Rider is built around three key pillars: coffee, community, and custom motorcycles. In 2013,

our founders decided to put pen to paper and see if there was a space for a brick-and-mortar

establishment that catered to all three aspects. We had no business agenda, instead, the

overarching aim was to create a welcoming and relaxing environment where friends, families

and the community at large could gather and spend quality time together.

Café Rider's motto remains the same: 

To truly be original in our art, we must be free to create.

Be Original, Be Free. 

https://caferider.com

About Rose&Cactus

Earlier this year, three close friends sat down together and decided to use their separate

passions to create something special. After a rough year of enduring a world pandemic and the

sense of lack of connection, using the resources and attachment to their homeland and the

historic Yemeni Coffee Bean, Rose&Cactus was formed.

https://caferider.com


They wanted to share awareness of speciality coffee, from the beautiful high mountains of

Yemen. With the importance of representing the farmers and their families, but also connecting

them to the end consumer while sharing stories and finding common ground within the

speciality coffee community. Rose&Cactus offers premium green, 100% Arabica, coffee beans

with high gradings of 84+.

The Vision of Rose&Cactus:

To inspire connections between humanity, create a network that embraces nature, elevate the

experience during the journey from the farm all the way to the cup.

https://rosencactus.com

Emma Costello

Rose & Cactus
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